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In this report I shall first present some analytical results concerning depth estimation from stereo image pairs, then describe
a simple computational method for doing this, with code and results on sample stereo image pairs.

1 Depth inference from a stereo point pair

1.1 Inverting a projected point

Figure 1: Projecting a point in a 3D
scene onto a 2D image seen by an eye.

Fig. 1 shows a simplified schematic of a point (x, y, z) in a 3D scene being
projected onto a 2D screen that corresponds to the flat image seen by an eye
that is at the location (xe, ye, ze). Suppose a 2D screen is normal to the line
of sight and a distance d in front. The location of the projected point in the
coordinate system of the screen (origin defined by the intersection of the line of
sight with the screen) can be calculated using simple geometry:

x′ = d
x− xe

z − ze
, y′ = d

y − ye
z − ze

. (1)

In a realistic situation we have only the projected image and we need to infer
the 3D scene. In this setting this corresponds to inferring the 3D coordinates of
whatever produced the projected point (x′, y′). Slight algebraic manipulation of
eq. 1 gives us:

x− xe

x′
=

y − ye
y′

=
z − ze

d
. (2)

This is the equation of a straight line in 3D space passing through the eye,
and with direction ratios (x′, y′, d). This represents the general set of all points
that would produce the projection (x′, y′). The actual object producing the
projection may be a point on this line, multiple points, combinations of points

and line segments etc. So with just one eye, there is no way to locate a point in space from just its projection.

1.2 Inverting a stereo point pair, and the epipolar condition

Fig. 2 illustrates the situation when a point in 3D space is projected to two eyes that differ only in their x-locations (xel and
xer ). We assume that there is no vergence, so that the lines of sight are parallel. The two projection screens may be thought
of as a stereo image pair being presented to the eyes, and using these we need to infer the 3D scene as before.

Using eq. 1, we see that now according to the left eye, the object that produced the projection lies on:

x− xel

x′l
=

y − ye
y′l

=
z − ze

d
. (3)

and according to the right eye, it lies on:
x− xer

x′r
=

y − ye
y′r

=
z − ze

d
. (4)

The only object that could give rise to both the projections must therefore be the point of intersection of these two lines.
Before finding this point, we need to establish the condition for their intersection, which is:∣∣∣∣∣∣

x′l x′r xel − xer

y′l y′r 0
d d 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (5)

Expanding this determinant by the third column gives us:

(xel − xer )(y′l − y′r)d = 0. (6)
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Figure 2: Projecting a point in a 3D scene onto 2D images seen by two eyes.

Since the eyes have different x-locations and the screens are at non-zero distances from them, we are left with y′l = y′r ≡ y′.
This means that when the eyes are viewing a stereo pair, a pair of corresponding points in the two images must have the same
height. This is an epipolar condition. Stereo images taken with cameras that are not correctly aligned will not satisfy this
condition. They then need to be rectified before they can be used for depth estimation of the photographed scene. Given that
the epipolar condition is satisfied, we can go ahead and calculate the point of intersection that produced the two projections:

(x, y, z) = (
x′lxer − x′rxel

x′l − x′r
, ye +

xer − xel

x′l − x′r
y′, ze +

xer − xel

x′l − x′r
d) (7)

These coordinates are with respect to the external coordinate system that we’ve been using to locate both the eyes and the
scene. The coordinates of this triangulated point relative to an eye are found by subtracting the eye coordinates. Relative to
the left eye, say, they are:

(
xer − xel

x′l − x′r
x′l,

xer − xel

x′l − x′r
y′,

xer − xel

x′l − x′r
d) =

xer − xel

x′l − x′r
× (x′l, y

′, d). (8)

Thus, the true location of the point is found by projecting the image point radially out from the eye by a factor of
xer−xel

x′
l−x′

r

(the same holds with respect to the right eye as well). This means that for a pair of eyes with a fixed interocular distance
xer − xel , the depths of perceived stereo point pairs are inversely proportional to their disparity x′l − x′r. Thus, the disparity
map for a stereo image pair holds the information about the depth of the scene.

Once we know the disparity of each point pair, it is therefore straightforward to compute the depth map. However, the
challenging part is to find which two points in the stereo pair correspond. In the following section I shall describe and implement
a simple method for doing this.

2 Computing the disparity map from a stereo image pair

2.1 The method of block-matching

This is a simple method to find corresponding points in a stereo image pair and compute the disparity map, following a tutorial
by Chris McCormick. In its basic form it works only for rectified image pairs. Fig. 3a shows an example rectified stereo pair
(from the database by Daniel Scharstein, Alexander Vandenberg-Rodes, and Rick Szeliski). We first convert both the images
to greyscale. Each point in either of the images has its corresponding point in the same row of the other image. Fig. 3b shows
the basic procedure for block matching. The black square on the left shows a selected block of pixels from the left image.
We call this the ‘template’. We want to find the block in the right image that corresponds to this template. For this we
scan the right image along the same row as the template, up to some range (yellow rectangle in right figure), calculating the
L1-difference between the template and each scanned block. Then we take the block in the scanned range that had the lowest
L1-difference (green square) as the corresponding block. The difference between the template position (white square) and the
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matched block position (green square) then gives us the disparity. In this way we can calculate the disparity for all points.
For a properly rectified image, corresponding points in the second image will all be on the same side of the point position in
the original image, e.g. all corresponding points in the right image of fig. 3a are to the left of those in the left image. This
simplifies and quickens the search.

Figure 3: a. A rectified stereo pair of images. b. The method of block matching to find corresponding point pairs (see text).

The left image of fig. 5 shows the disparity map computed by block-matching the stereo pair of fig. 3a.

2.1.1 Subpixel disparity estimation

Figure 4: Illustration of subpixel disparity es-
timate (see text).

The block-matching procedure described so far will always return a
disparity that is an integer number of pixels, since we calculate the
L1-difference between the template and the block at 1-pixel increments.
However, consider the situation illustrated in fig. 4. The grey and black
dots show the L1-differences calculated between the template and block
for a range of block positions around the minimum shift that is 8 pixels.
With the basic method, we would choose 8 pixels to be the disparity.
However, it is possible to improve on this coarse-grained estimate. We
can fit a parabola to the smallest L1-difference and its two neighbours
(the black points), and choose the minimum of this parabola to be the
disparity. This gives us a better second-order subpixel estimate of the
disparity.

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the disparity map calculated with
and without the subpixel estimation. While there are many possible
improvements to this block-matching method, the subpixel estimation
is not one that yields much improvement, at least in this case.

Figs. 6 and 7 are two more examples of disparity maps computed
from stereo pairs (with subpixel estimation).

2.1.2 Possible improvements to the method

The following are possible improvements to the block-matching method
described:
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Figure 5: Disparity maps computed by block-matching the stereo pair fig. 3a, with and without subpixel estimation. For this
example, the improvement with subpixel estimation is subtle.

Figure 6: Another example of computing a disparity map with subpixel estimation (bottom) from a rectified stereo pair (top).
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Figure 7: Another example of computing a disparity map with subpixel estimation (bottom) from a rectified stereo pair (top).

• Instead of computing L1-differences between the template and the block, we could calculate the correlation coefficients
of their pixels instead. This measure is invariant to shifts and scalings of the pixel values. However, I tried this and the
results were worse (I don’t know why).

• Instead of converting the stereo image pair to greyscale, we could use information in all three colour channels to find
a better correspondence. I tried this by calculating both the total L1-difference and the overall correlation coefficient
across over all three colour channels, but once again the results were much worse (I don’t know why).

2.2 MATLAB code

The following is commented code for the block-matching method with subpixel estimation:

1 % Load and show the stereo images:

2 left=imread(’recycle_left.png’); right=imread(’recycle_right.png’);

3 figure (1);

4 subplot (1,2,1); image(right); axis image; axis off

5 subplot (1,2,2); image(left); axis image; axis off

6

7 % Convert them to grayscale:

8 left_grey=mean(left ,3); right_grey=mean(right ,3);

9

10 % Initiate disparity map:

11 disp_subpixel=zeros(size(left_grey),’single ’);

12
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13 % The disparity range defines up to how many pixels away from the block ’s

14 % location in the first image to search for a matching block in the second.

15 disparity_range =50;

16

17 % Define the size of the blocks for block matching:

18 half_block_size =3; block_size =2* half_block_size +1;

19

20 % Get image dimensions:

21 [img_height ,img_width ]=size(left_grey);

22

23 % Show progress bar:

24 h=waitbar(0,’Computing disparity map...’);

25

26 % For each row of pixels in the image ...

27 for m=1: img_height

28 % Set min/max row bounds for the template and blocks.

29 % e.g., for the first row , minr = 1 and maxr = 4

30 min_r=max(1,m-half_block_size);

31 max_r=min(img_height ,m+half_block_size);

32 % For each column of pixels in the image ...

33 for n=1: img_width

34

35 % Set the min/max column bounds for the template.

36 % e.g., for the first column , minc = 1 and maxc = 4

37 min_c=max(1,n-half_block_size);

38 max_c=min(img_width ,n+half_block_size);

39

40 % Define the search boundaries as offsets from the template

41 % location. For properly rectified images we only need to search to

42 % the right , so min_d is 0. For images that require searching in

43 % both directions , set min_d to:

44 % min_d=max(-disparity_range ,1-min_c);

45 min_d =0;

46 max_d=min(disparity_range ,img_width -max_c);

47

48 % Select the block from the right image to use as the template:

49 template=right_grey(min_r:max_r ,min_c:max_c);

50

51 % Number of blocks in this search:

52 n_blocks=max_d -min_d +1;

53

54 % Create a vector to hold the block index differences:

55 block_diffs=zeros(n_blocks ,1);

56

57 % Calculate the difference between the template and each block:

58 for i=min_d:max_d

59

60 % Select the block from the left image at the distance i:

61 block=left_grey(min_r:max_r ,(min_c+i):(max_c+i));

62

63 % Put the index of this block into the ’block_diffs ’ vector:

64 block_index=i-min_d +1;

65

66 % Store the L1 difference between the template and the block:

67 block_diffs(block_index ,1)=sum(abs(template (:)-block (:)));

68 end

69

70 % Convert the index of the smallest L1 difference to disparity value:

71 [~, best_match_index ]=min(block_diffs);
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72 d=best_match_index+min_d -1;

73

74 % Calculate a sub -pixel estimate of the disparity by interpolating.

75 % This requires a block to the left and right , so we skip it if the

76 % best matching block is at either edge of the search window.

77 if (( best_match_index ==1) ||( best_match_index == n_blocks))

78

79 % Skip sub -pixel estimation and store the initial disparity:

80 disp_subpixel(m,n)=d;

81 else

82

83 % Grab the L1 differences at the closest matching block (C2)

84 % and its immediate neighbours (C1 and C3).

85 C1=block_diffs(best_match_index - 1);

86 C2=block_diffs(best_match_index);

87 C3=block_diffs(best_match_index + 1);

88

89 % Calculate the subpixel disparity:

90 disp_subpixel(m,n)=d -(0.5*(C3-C1)/(C1 -(2*C2)+C3));

91 end

92 end

93

94 % Show progress bar:

95 waitbar(m/img_height ,h)

96 end

97 close(h)

98

99 % Show disparity map:

100 figure; image(disp_subpixel); axis image; axis off; colormap jet
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